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'
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Rice,
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VS.

David H. Casc.aden,

Cross-Appellee.

BRIEF FOR CROSS-APPELLANTS.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This is a bill in equity brought by the appellant and

cross-appellee herein against the appellees and cross-



appellants for the specific performance of an oral con-

tract alleged in the complaint to have been made by

the plaintiff Cascaden, with the defendants, Dunbar,

Bennett and Scott, as general partners, on or about the

30th day of November, 1902. In the agreement as set

up in the complaint it is alleged that Cascaden, vv^ho

was about to start ofif on a personal prospecting trip for

placer mines, agreed that he would also proceed to

search for, prospect and stake certain placer mining

claims for the said named defendants, or either

of them, at his own expense, and in considera-

tion of his so doing they agreed that they

would fulfill the other requirements of the

law, including the recording of the location notices,

and would give Cascaden a share and interest of one-

half of all locations staked by him for them.

The complaint further alleges that Cascaden staked

certain claims in the Fairbanks Mining District of

Alaska on December 2, 1902, for the said Bennett,

Dunbar and Scott, the said claims being separately

located in the individual names of each; among those

located were the following in the name of the defend-

ant, John Bennnett:

"Side claim No. 12a below Discovery on Cleary

Creek on the right limit and the first tier thereof;

Placer Mining Creek Claim No. 3 from the mouth
on Lulu Creek, a tributary of Cleary Creek; Placer

Mining Claim No. 5 above Discovery on Solo

Creek, a tributary of Fish Creek, and the Fractional



Creek Claim No. 2 Discovery on Burns' Creek.

(Rec. pp. 12, 13, 14.)

Certain other claims were located for Scott and Dun-

bar in their individual names, which it is not necessary

to enumerate as while the complaint asks for specific

performance in relation to the contract set up in the

complaint, the court found that as to Scott and Dunbar

there was no contract and the decree was directed only

to the above described property.

The complaint further sets up that upon the 20th

day of December, Bennett conveyed to the plaintiff

a one- half interest in the placer mining claims above

described, staked in his name, but that said Bennett,

Scott and Dunbar fraudulently conspired to cheat Cas-

caden out of his one-half interest in said claim so con-

veyed and planned and schemed together not to record

and did not record the location notices v/ithin the

statutory time, and after the time for recording re-

located the claims described in the bill as foUovv^s:

Dunbar re-staked in his name for the partnership

:

No. 12a below Discovery on Cleary Creek and also the

other claims staked by Cascaden for Bennett as well

as Creek Claim No. 8 above Discovery on Solo Creek

located for Scott; that Scott located in his name for the

partnership the claim formerly located by the plaintiff

for the defendant, Bennett, namely: No. 5 above Dis-

covery on Solo Creek; and Bennett did likewise for

himself with reference to Fractional Creek Claim



about iioo feet long, situated in Solo Creek between

Discovery and No. i Above;

That thereafter Bennett, Scott and Dunbar attempted

to convey to Manley and Rice a bill of sale of a one-

third interest in Placer Mining Claims No. 12a below

Discovery on Cleary Creek; that they took with know-

ledge of the prior conveyance of Bennett to Cascaden.

That claim No. 12a is of the value of $200,000; that

the defendants are in possession thereof, operating the

same and extracting gold to plaintiff's damage. Full

performance on the part of plaintiff, failure of Scott,

Bennett and Dunbar to convey to him by a good and

sufficient deed his one-half interest. Prays in addition

to specific performance of the contract a declaration

that defendants hold an undivided one-half of No. 12a

in trust for him, appointment of a referee of quantum

damnificatus and accounting and that the court decree

that the defendants convey to the plaintiff an undivided

one-half interest in the claims.

All defendants, save Bennett, answered by a general

denial excepting that they admit they are in possession

of No. 12a Below Discovery on Cleary Creek operating

the same and extracting gold therefrom, and that said

claim is of the value of $50,000 and no more. Defend-

ant Bennett, by a separate answer denies everything ex-

cepting that he admits he made a deed to Cascaden on

December 20, 1902, attempting and purporting to con-

vey to him an undivided one-half interest in and to



certain pretended mining claims. Denies the making

of the deed to Manley and Rice or that he has any in-

terest in the subject matter of the action.

Upon the issues thus raised the case went to trial

before the Honorable James Wickersham, Judge of the

District Court, Third Division of Alaska.

The facts developed on the trial are briefly these:

Cascaden claimed that a partnership existed on Nov-

ember 20, 1902, between Bennett, Dunbar and Scott;

that on that day, while Dunbar and Scott were not in

Fairbanks (where he and Bennett were staying) that he

entered into an agreement with Bennett for himself

and in behalf of the partnership, wherein Scott, Dun-

bar and Bennett agreed (through Bennett) that if

Cascaden, who was at his own expense going out to

prospect for claims, would stake claims for

them, or either of them, that they would give

him a half interest in each of the claims so

staked and that they would record the loca-

tions and do whatever else was necessary to meet the

requirements of the statute. Bennett admits that he

and Cascaden had some talk about staking, but that

he never agreed to give Cascaden a half interest or to

record the claims. The evidence shows that Cascaden

did stake some locations on December 2, 1902, in the

names of the three defendants, individually, Scott,

Dunbar and Bennett, and thereafter gave the locations

to Bennett to record; that Bennett made a quit claim

deed to Cascaden of a half interest in the claims located



in his name on December 20, 1902, but refused to make

a transfer of the interest in the claims located for Scott

and Dunbar as he had no authority so to do. This deed

was signed and witnessed and otherwise executed ac-

cording to the statute, but was not acknowledged when

it is admitted he delivered the same to Cascaden on

December 20, 1902. The location notices were never

recorded. Cascaden holds that he thought Bennett was

to record them; Bennett that Cascaden was to record

them and that he gave him a half interest in his claim

for that reason. There was nothing to show that Scott,

Dunbar or Bennett ever fraudulently conspired

or connived not to record these notices, and the court

refused to find that there was any connivance or

fraud. After the ninety days had elapsed within which

the statute requires that location notices shall be re-

corded, the defendant Dunbar re-located in his own

name, the claims mentioned in the deed to Cascaden

from Bennett, save and excepting that he did not re-

locate two of said claims, namely: No. 3 from the

mouth of Lulu Creek and No. 2 fractional claims on

Burns' Creek; also re-locating certain other of the Cas-

caden claims (lapsed by reason of failure to record the

notices) in his own name, in Bennett's name and in

Scott's name. This was some time in the month of

May, 1903.

The evidence doubtless shows possibly a partnership

between Scott and Bennett on November 20, 1902, in

relation to certain properties they had before the mak-



ing of the agreement; but no actual partnership was

shown to exist between Scott, Bennett and Dunbar un-

til June I, 1903, after the making of the re-locations.

On the first of July, 1903, Cascaden asked Bennett

to acknowledge his deed formerly made and delivered

on December 20, 1902, and Bennett did on that day

so acknowledge the deed and return it to Cascaden.

This deed was introduced in evidence apparently for

the purpose of corroborating the allegations of the bill

that an agreement w^as made between Cascaden and the

said three defendants. It is admitted that when this

acknowledgement was made, Bennett, Dunbar and

Scott had joined their properties as partners in the pro-

portion of one-third in an oral agreement of partner-

ship. Thereafter, Bennett on May 17, 1904, made a

deed to Dunbar and Scott conveying a one-third interest

in and to them of certain properties owned by the part-

nership and conveying No. 12a Above Discovery on

Cleary Creek and No. 5 Above on Solo Creek, of the

claims mentioned in the deed from him to Cascaden,

and thereafter on the same day, Dunbar and Scott

transferred a third interest to Manley and Rice, of the

same properties.

It was sought to show that Scott and Dunbar had

notice of the prior locations and of the deed from Ben-

nett to Cascaden and that therefore they took subject

to Cascaden's interest therein.

And thereafter on the 15th day of June,i905, the

court made its findings and decree, wherein it found



that Scott, Bennett and Dunbar were partners at the

time of the making of the agreement of November

2Cth ; that the agreement was an oral one, was not

entered into by Scott or Dunbar personally and Bennett

had no power to agree for them, and so far as Scott and

Dunbar were concerned, was within the statute of

frauds, and Cascaden was not entitled to any decree as

against them; that the location notices of said claims

were not recorded within 90 days or at all; that Ben-

nett had made a quit claim deed of a one-half interest

in the claims described in plaintiff's Exhibit A. (Rec.

66) being the claims located by him under the contract;

that Dunbar re-located Claim No. 12a on Cleary Creek

in his own name on May 21, 1903, and May 24, 1903,

had re-located No. 5 Above on Solo Creek in Scott's

name; No. 8 Above in his own name and the Fraction

between Discovery and No. i Above on Solo Creek in

his own name, and in doing so saw and used the stakes

set by Cascaden in his prior locations.

That on July i, 1903, Bennett and Dunbar were

general partners and Bennett was on that day the

owner as such partner of an undivided one-third of the

claims mentioned in paragraphs 5 and 9 of the said

findings, and in these certain placer claims described

in the deed to Cascaden of December 20, 1902; that

Cascaden on July i, 1903, requested him to acknew-

ledge the deed, which he thereupon did, and Bennett

again delivered the same to Cascaden ; that the same

was sufficient to convey to Cascaden the full undivided



one-third ot the title to the placer mines described

therein, and that Cascaden thereupon became and now

is the owner of a full undivided one-third interest in

the mines described therein; that the deed of Bennett

of date the 7th of May, 1904., wherein he attempted

to convey to Scott and Dunbar an undivided third of

the mining claims formerly by him sold to Cascaden,

and the deed of the same date by Scott and Dunbar

conveying an undivided one-third therein to Manley

and Rice are both subsequent and subject to B'^nnett's

said deed to Cascaden, and that Cascaden is entitled

to a decree adjudging that as against the claims of the

defendant he is the owner and entitled to the possession

of an undivided one-third interest in the placer mining

claims described in Bennett's deed to Cascaden and for

his costs and disbursements. A decree was thereafter

on the 5th day of August, 1906, entered, decreeing that

the plaintiff have judgment against the defendants;

that he is the owner of and entitled to the possession

of an undivided one-third interest in Bench Placer

Mining Claim No. 12a Below Discovery on Cleary

Creek, re-located by George Dunbar on the 21st day of

May, 1903; Creek Placer Mining Claim No. 3 from

the mouth of Lulu Creek, Placer Mining Claim No.

Five Above Discovery on Solo Creek and Fractional

Creek Placer Mining Claim No. 2 above Discovery

on Burns' Creek; and that the claims of all persons

to said one-third interest in said premises or any part

thereof through or under said defendants are invalid
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and groundless, and that said defendants convey said

undivided one-third interest in said placer mining

claims to the plaintiff by good and sufficient deed,

and in default thereof that the Clerk of the Court do

make such deed. (See findings Rec. 34 to 42) and de-

cree (Rec. 42
, 43 , 44.)

From the judgment and decree of the court, the

plaintiff prosecutes his appeal (Rec. 490) and theac

defendants prosecute their cross appeal (Rec. 515).

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS.

I. The court erred in refusing to make the finding

of fact as set forth in paragraph 11 of defendants' pro-

posed findings of fact and conclusions of law, as fol-

lows:

"That the plaintiff did not on the 30th day of

November, 1902, or at any other time, enter into an

agreement with the defendants Dunbar, Scott and

Bennett as co-partners or otherwise, by the terms

and conditions of which the plaintiff was at his o-"n

expense, or otherwise, to proceed to search tor,

prospect and stake placer mining claims for and

on account of or in the names of said defendants or

either of them, or that in consideration of which

the defendants or either of them, promised, agreed

or covanted with the plaintiff or otherwise that

they would forthvv'ith, or at any time after such

staking perform the other requirements ex-

acted by the rules and regulations governing the

location of placer mining claims or vacant public
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lands or more particularly record such locations,

and give to the plaintiff a share and interest of one-

half in all such locations made by him for them or

either of them or otherwise."

2. The court erred in refusing to make the finding

of fact as set forth in paragraph 3 of the defendants'

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, which

is as follows:

"That the plaintiff did not in pursuance of said

agreement or any agreement, on or about the 2nd

day of December, 1902, or at any other time, stake

for the defendants, Dunbar, Scott and Bennett, the

placer mining claims described in paragraph 3 of

plaintiff's second amended complaint or any of

them."

3. The court erred in refusing to make the finding

of fact as set forth in paragraph IV of the defendants'

proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, which

is as follows:

"That the plaintiff did not at any time discover

gold within the boundaries of any of said claims,

in said paragraph 3 described and did not and has

not at any time prospected said claims in any way.

4, The court erred in refusing to make findings of

fact set forth in paragraph 5 of the defendants' pro-

posed findings of fact and conclusions of law, which

is as follows

:
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"That the defendants, Dunbar, Scott asd Bennett

never at any time fraudulently or otherwise con-

nived or conspired together for the purpose or with

the intent to cheat or defraud the plaintiff out of

his one-half interest or out of any interest in said

properties described in the complaint, and said de-

fendants did not abstain in pursuance of any scheme

or otherwise from recording the locations of said

claims described in said complaint, or any claims

with the intention or with the purpose of causing

said claims to lapse and revert and become re-open

for entry, on account of the failure to record said

notices or otherwise or at all."

5. The court erred in refusing to make and to find

as a conclusion of law, that which is set forth in para-

graph I of the defendants' proposed conclusions of law

and which are as follows:

"That the plaintiff shall recover nothing by this

action and the defendants are entitled to the decree

ordering and adjudging that said plaintiff recover

nothing by this action, and that the defendants re-

cover their costs and disbursements."

6. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to findings of fact contained in paragraph i

of the findings of fact signed and filed in this cause, and

in making the same, which are as follows:

"That on the 30th day of November, 1902, the

defendants, Scott, Dunbar and Bennett were part-
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ners and engaged as such in a freighting business

from Fairbanks and Circle City to the mines."

7. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to finding of fact No. 2 of the findings of fact

signed and filed in this cause and in making the same,

which is as follows:

"That on said 30th day of November, 1902, the

plaintiff, Cascaden, was a resident of Fairbanks,

Alaska, and was a prospector and miner by occupa-

tion ; on that day, being about to start on a prospect-

ing trip to the creeks for himself and at his own
expense he agreed with the defendant, Bennett, that

in addition to the claim which he would locate for

himself, he would also stake for the defendants Ben-

nett, Scott and Dunbar, who were then general

partners and then engaged in freighting, and im-

mediately thereafter in locating, acquiring and

working placer mines in that vicinity."

8. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to findings of fact No. 3 of the findings of

fact signed and filed in this cause, and in making the

sam&, which is as follows:

"That the agreement between Cascaden and Ben-

nett was oral, and was not in writing, and was to

the effect that the said Cascaden should at his own
expense search for, prospect and stake placer min-

ing claims, and that in addition to the claims staked

for himself and in his own name, and for his sole

use and benefit, he would also stake for and on



account of and in the names of the defendants,

Scott, Bennett and Dunbar and in consideration of

his services in that respect, the defendant Bennett

agreed that after such staking the locations of the

mines he would fulfill the other requirements of

the law and the rules and regulations of the miners

in the vicinity, and would record the notices of loca-

tion and give to the plaintiff a share and interest

of one-half in all such locations so made by Cas-

caden for him."

9. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to finding of fact No. 5 in the finding of

fact signed and filed in this case and in making the

same, which is as follows:

"That in compliance with his agreement with

Bensett the plaintiff Cascaden, did on or about the

2d day of December, 1902, stake and locate the fol-

lowing described placer mining claims for the de-

fendant Bennett, to-wit: Bench Claim No. 12a be-

low Discovery on Cleary Creek, on the right limit

and first tier; No 3 from the mouth of Lulu Creek;

No. 5 above Discovery on Solo Creek; and Frac-

tional No. 2 above Discovery on Burns' Creek, all

in the Fairbanks Mining District, Alaska; he also

staked and located for Scott, No. 8 above Dis-

covery on Solo Creek, and for Dunbar, a fraction

between Discovery and No. i above on Solo

Creek."

10. The court erred in overruling defendants' ob-

jections to finding of fact No. 6 of the findings of fact

signed and filed in this cause, and which is as follows:
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"On his return to Fairbanks and on December 20,

1902, in Bennett's cabin and in his presence, Cas-

caden prepared the respective notices of location

for said claims, and also at the same time and place

prepared a quit claim deed conveying a half interest

in the claims so staked by him for Bennett as set

out in the foregoing finding which said quit claim

deed is a part of the evidence in this case, and is

marked Plaintiflf'sExhibit 'A', and in said deed the

defendant Bennett conveyed to the plaintiff Cas-

caden a full, undivided one-half interest in and to

the following described mining claims, to-wit: No.

12a below Discovery on Cleary Creek, Claim No. 3

from the mouth of Lulu Creek, a tributary bi

Cleary Creek; Claim No. 5, above Discovery on

Solo Creek and Fractional Creek Claim No. 2

above Discovery on Burns' Creek; all in the Fair-

banks Mining District, Alaska; that in accordance

with his prior agreement to do so, Bennett signed

and delivered the said deed to Cascaden on said

December 20th, 1902, and that said deed was not

then acknowledged or recorded."

1 1. The court erred in overruling the objections of

the defendants to that portion of paragraph 7 of the

findings of fact signed and filed in this cause, which

is as follows:

"... that Scott and Dunbar had notice and

knowledge of Cascaden's action in locating said

claims for Bennett, Scott and Dunbar.

12. The court erred in overruling the defendants'
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objections to finding of fact No. 8 of the findings of

fact signed in this cause, and in making the same, which

is as follows

:

"That on May 21, 1903, Dunbar re-located Bench

Claim No. 12a below Discovery on Cleary Creek,

on the right limit and first tier, i nhis own name; on

May 24, 1903, he re-located No. 5 above Discovery

on Solo Creek in the name of Scott; No 8 above on

Solo in his own name, and the Fraction between

Discovery and No. i above on Solo Creek in the

name of Bennett. In doing so he saw and used the

stakes set by Cascaden in his prior locations and had

full notice and knowledge thereof."

13. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to finding of fact No. 9 of the findings of

fact signed and filed in this cause, which is as follows:

"On July ist, 1903, Scott, Bennett and Dunb.ir

were general partners and held and owned each and

all of the claims so mentioned in paragraphs 5 and

9 herein as equal partners, and on that day Bennett

was tjjc owner as such partner and in possession of

an undivided one-third interest in and to these

placer mining claims mentioned in paragraphs 5

and 9 in these findings and in those certain nlacer

mining claims described in his deed to Cascaden so

made and delivered on December 20th, 1902; that

on July ist, 1903, Cascaden presented the deed so

made and delivered to him by Bennett on

December 20th, 1902, to the said Bennett and

requested him to formally acknowledge the
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same, and the said Bennett did on said July ist,

1903. acknowledge the same to be his deed before

J. Tod Cowles, a notan^ public in for Alaska, who
thereupon wrote his certificate of acknowledgment

thereon; and the said Bennett again delivered the

same to Cascaden who thereupon filed the same for

record, and the said deed and certificate of ack-

nowledgment was on that day recorded in the office

of the recorder in the Fairbanks Precinct, Alaska."

14. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to that portion of the finding of Fact No. 10

of the findings of fact signed and filed in this cause, to

the effect that on July i, 1903, and for a long time

prior thereto, the placer mining claims so described

in Bennett's said deed to Cascaden had been duly

located by the defendants, Bennett, Scott and Dunbar.

15. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to finding of fact No 1 1 of the findings of

fact signed and filed in this cause, which said finding

is as follows:

"That on the 17th day of May, 1904, the defendant

Bennett made, signed and delivered a deed in writ-

ing whereby he attempted to convey to the de-

fendants Scott and Dunbar, a full, undivided one-

third of the title to the placer mining claims form-

erly by him sold and conveyed to plaintiff, Cas-

caden, by his deed of December 20th, 1902, and

acknowledged and recorded July ist, 1903, and that

said Scott and Dunbar took and accepted said deed

with full notice and knowledge of the prior deed
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to Cacaden; that on the 17th day of May, 1904,

and subsequent to Bennett's deed to them, Scott and

Dunbar signed and delivered the deed in writing

whereby they attempted to convey to defendants

Manley and Rice, a full undivided one-third of the

title to the placer mining claims so formerly sold

by Bennett to Cascaden, and that said Manley and

Rice took and accepted said deed with full notice

and knowledge of the prior deed from Bennett to

Cascaden of December 20th, 1902, and its acknowl-

edgment and record on July ist, 1903."

16. The court erred in overruling defendants' ob-

jections to finding of fact No. 12 of the findings of fact

signed and filed in this cause and in making the same

which is as follows:

"That the property in dispute in this action and

claimed by Cascaden and the interest which the

court finds he is entitled to receive by its decree

herein is of the value of twenty-five thousand dol-

lars."

17. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to conclusions of law No. 2 of the conclusions

of law made and filed in this cause, which said conclu-

sion of law is as follows

:

''That the deed made by Bennett on December

20th, 1902, and so formally acknowledged by him

on July ist, 1903, and which was recorded on that

day was given for a good consideration, and was

sufficient to and did convey to Cascaden the full,
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undiviaea oiic-tnird of the title to the placer mines

described therein, and that Cascaden thereupon be-

came, was and ever since has been and now is the

owner of a full undivided one-third interest in the

mines described therein.

1 8. The court erred in overruling defendants' ob-

jections to conclusion of law No. 3 of the conclusions

of law made and filed in this cause, and in making the

same, which said conclusion of law No. 3 is as follows:

"That Bennnett's deed of May 17, 1904, attempt-

ing to convey to Scott and Dunbar his undivided

one-third interest in the said placer mines so de-

scribed in his deed to Cascaden and their deed of

the same date attempting to convey to Manley and

Rice an undivided one-third interest therein, are

both subsequent to and subject to Bennett's said deed

of December 20th, 1902, acknowledged and re-

corded on July ist, 1903.'"

19. The court erred in overruling defendants' ob-

jections to conclusion of law No. 4 of the conclusions

of law made and filed in this cause and in making the

sam.e, which said conclusion of law is as follows:

"That the plaintiff Cascaden is now entitled to

a decree adjudging that as against the claims of de-

fendants, Bennett, Scott, Dunbar, Manley and Rice,

he is the owner and entitled to the possession of a

full undivided one-third interest in and to these

placer mining claims so described in Bennett's

deed to him, dated December 20th, 1902, acknowl-
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edged and recorded July ist, 1903, and for his costs

and disbursements to be taxed in this action."

20. The court erred in overruling the defendants'

objections to each and all of the findings of fact and

conclusions of law made and filed in this cause herein-

before specified.

21. The court erred in not making, rendering and

entering a decree in favor of the defendants and each

of them, to the effect that plaintif? should recover

nothing by this action, and that they are the owners

according to their interests as set forth in their respec-

tive answers of, in, and to the property in controversy

in this action.

22. The court erred in not making, rendering and

entering a decree dismissing the complaint of plaintiff

and in not adjudging that the said plaintifif recover

nothing by said action ; and that the defendants recover

their costs and disbursements.

23. The court erred in rendering and entering the

decree in favor of the plaintiff and against the defend-

ants to the effect that the plaintiff is the owner and en-

titled to the possession of an undivided one-third in-

terest in and to the following described mining claims

to-wit No. 12a below Discovery on Cleary Creek;

Claim No. 3 from the mouth of Lulu Creek, a tributary

of Cleary Creek; Claim No. 5 above Discovery on Solo

Creek; and Fractional Creek Claim No. 2 above Dis-
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covery on Burns' Creek, all in the Fairbanks Mining

District, Alaska.

24. The court erred in ordering and adjudging in

the decree made and filed in this cause, that the plain-

tiff recover his cost and disbursements.

25. The court erred in refusing to make and file the

findings of fact and conclusions of law proposed by the

defendants.

26. The court erred in entering a decree in favor

of plaintiff and against the defendants.

ARGUMENT.

I. The contract set forth in the complaint and at-

tempted to be proven on the trial was an oral one, and

void under the statute of frauds. This being so, the

complaint did not state a cause of action, and the con-

tract was unenforceable as to any of the parties de-

fendant.

It is indisputable that the contract attempted to be

shown by appelles was an oral one and with Bennett

only. This is plainly apparent from the evidence and is

shown by the testimony of Cascaden himself.

In his direct examination he testified:

"Q. What kind of an agreement or an arrange-

ment did you make with John Bennett concerning

the staking of this property?
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"A. I was going out the latter part of Novem-
ber to do some staking for myself, and Bennett

asked me to stake claims for him and his partners

in their names and they would give me a half inter-

est in all ground I would stake in their names and

that they would record the ground and together we
would prospect and work the ground. (Rec. 46-

47).

On cross examination he testified further:

"Q. In your complaint you say that on or about

the 20th day of November, 1902, you entered into

an agreement with the copartnership. consisting of

Dunbar Scott and Bennett, is that correct?

"A. Yes sir.

"Q. When did you first talk with Mr. Bennett

in regard to staking the claims for this copartner-

ship?

A. About that time.

Q. Where was it that you had the first conver-

sation?

A. In the cabin in which we lived.

Q. In the cabin in which you and Mr. Bennett

occupied?

A. Yes sir.

Q. And that first conversation was on or about

the 20th day of November, 1902?

A. I believe so.

Q. What was said at that time?

A. Well he asked me to stake for them.

Q. Use his exact words?

A. He says, 'You stake claims for me and my
partner and I will give you a half interest in what-

ever you stake.'
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Q. You stake claims for me and my partners

and I will give you a half interest in what you

stake?

A. Yes sir.*****
(Rec. P. 85-6).

"Q. Did you have any other conversation prior

to the time you staked these claims, with Bennett

in regard to staking claims for the copartnership

of Bennett, Dunbar and Scott?

A. Not in regard to staking, unless it had been

mentioned t\vo or three times in about that period

of time just prior to the time I went out to stake.

Q. Then the only conversation you can recall

that took place between yourself and Bennett rela-

tive to staking claims for the copartnership of Ben-

nett, Dunbar and Scott was the conversation that

you had in your cabin on the 20th of November,

1902?

A. It seems to me that it was in the cabin we
lived in and had built together that this conversa-

tion took place.

Q. That is the only conversation that -^^ou can

recall?

A. In regard to going out and staking claims?

Q. Yes.

A. No, we had a conversation when I first met

Bennett about staking claims.

Q. I mean about staking claims for the copart-

of Bennett, Scott and Dunbar?

A. Yes sir, that is all I recall at that time.

Q. And you have stated all that was said in that

conversation?
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A. I believe I have, yes sir.

Q. And nothing further then was said by Ben-

nett to you in regard to staking claims for this co-

partnership prior to the time that you staked these

claims?

A. Not that I recall.

(Rec. 87-8).*****
Q. So practically the only agreement that you

had with Mr. Bennett or with Scott, Bennett and

Dunbar with regard to locating property was the

agreement that you had upon the 20th day of No-

vember, 1902, which you testified to this morning?

A. That is the agreement I staked the ground

under, yes sir.

Q. That was the only agreement that you ever

had with these gentlemen isn't it?

A. That is all the staking I ever done for them,

yes sir.

Q. That is the only agreement?

A. Yes sir; that is the only agreement. I had

an acknowledgment in words and the approval of

the fact. (Rec. 151).

The contract relied upon by the plaintiff in this

case as appears from the complaint and from the fore-

going testimony does not come within any of the well

recognized rules governing partnership agreements

either in the nature of general partnerships, mining

partnerships, or that class of contracts sometimes called

qualified partnership contracts and commonly known

as "grub stake" contracts.
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It cannot be contended that the contract in this case

presents any of the evidences of a general partnership

contract.

"Partnership is the relation existing betvveen per-

sons who have so contracted that the profits of some

business enterprise conducted by any or all of them

for them all, enure to all as co-owners and are shared

accordingly."

George on Partnership, Sec. i.

And it is well settled that the chief characteristic

of a mining partnership is the acquisition by two or

more persons of a mining claim or claims and the actual

working of the same, by all of them.

2 Lindley on Mines, Sec. 797.

Prince vs. Lamb, 128 Cal., 689.

It is not a grub stake contract for the very essential

of such a contract is lacking. Such contracts are joint

in their character, and the complaint herein alleges

that the plaintiff being about to start out on a staking

tour for himself, entered into an agreement "with the

" defendants Dunbar, Scott and Bennett, the terms and

" conditions of which were that the plaintiff was at

" his own cost and expense, to proceed to search for,

" prospect and stake certain placer mining claims, and

" that in addition to claims located for him and in his

" name and for his sole use and benefit, he was to stake
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" for and on account and in the names of said defend-

" ants, or either of them, such placer mining claims in

" consideration of which the said defendants promised

" and agreed and covenanted with the plaintiff, that

" they would forthwith after such staking, fulfill the

" other requirements of the rules and regulations gov-

" erning the location of mining claims on vacant public

" land and more particularly record such locations and

" give to plaintiff a share and interest of one half in all

" such locations so made by him for them."

A "grub stake" contract is "a common venture where-

in one called the outfitter supplies the 'grub' and the

other called the prospector performs the labor and all

discoveries inure to the benefit of the parties in the

proportions fixed by the agreement."

Vol. 2, Lindley on Mines, Sec. 858.

Berry vs. Woodburn, 107 Cal., 504.

Meylette vs. Brennan, 38 Pac, 175.

Moritz vs. Lave lie, 77 Cal., 10.

There is no joint venture here. As was said in Berry

vs. Woodburn, supra, "here we have no common ven-

" ture, no common ownership, no showing of profit and

" loss, no furnishing of labor by one party and grub

" by the other."

And futhermore, as was held in the case of Prince

vs. Lamb, supra, in order to establish a "grub stake"

contract it must be shown that the supplies advanced by
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the outfitter have actually been used in the procure-

ment of the mining locations. Under this rule, the

contract absolutely falls as a "grub stake"; for relied

upon as alleged, the complaint states that in and by

the terms of the contract, Cascaden was to stake these

claims "at his own cost and expense."

Nor could Cascaden bring the contract within the

provisions of Moritz vs. Lavelle, supra, or similar

cases, upon the ground that a resulting trust arose out

of the conditions of the contract alleged in the com-

plaint and its alleged performance by Cascaden. For

there, the verbal contract was for the relocation of a

mine for the joint use and benefit of both parties, and

the plaintiff agreed, in consideration of the defendant

going out to make the necessray examination of the

mine, to furnish him with board for a certain time,

provisions, clothing and blankets. It was by virtue of

the furnishing of these things that the resulting trust

arose in favor of the plaintiff therein. As before sug-

gested no such conditions were shown to exist here.

It would seem therefore that as this contract par-

takes neither of the character of a general or mining

partnership and is lacking in the essentials of a grub

stake contract it resolves itself if anything, into an

agreement for the conveyance of an interest in real

property in the nature of a mining claim, in considera-

tion of services rendered in the location of the claim;

see Berry vs. IVoodburn, supra, and being admittedly
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oral is void under the statute of frauds of the District

of Alaska.

See Part IV. Ch. loi, Sec. 1044, Subdv. 6, Carter's

Annotated Codes of Alaska,

—

"In the following cases an agreement is void

unless the same or some note or memorandum
thereof expressing the consideration be in writing,

and subscribed by the party to be charged or by

his lawfully authorized agent: * * * *

an agreement for the sale of real property or of

any interest therein * * * *""

A mining claim is real estate and can be transferred

only by an instrument in writing.

Moore vs. Hamerstag, 109 Cal., 122.

Garthe vs. Hart, 73 Cal., 54.

II.

No partnership was shown to exist between the de-

fendants, Scott, Dunbar and Bennett.

Cascaden, as shown both by his complaint and the

evidence introduced in suport thereof, relies for a re-

covery thereon upon the existence of a copartnership

between Scott, Dunbar and Bennett. Such copartner-

ship if any in order to benefit Cascaden, assuming that

such a showing would benefit him, must be shown to

have existed at the date of the making of the agree-
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ment of November 20th, 1902, or at anv ratev prior

to the staking of the claims on the second day of De-

cember, 1902.

The only testimony ofifered upon the trial to prove

the existence of a partnership between the defendants,

Dunbar, Scott and Bennett were the alleged admis-

sions of Bennett and secondary evidence of the con-

tents of a letter claimed to have been written to Ben-

nett by Scott, all of which was testified to by Cascaden

himself as follows:

"Q. Whom did he state to you his partners

were?

A. Charles Scott— * * * *

Q. Scott, Bennett and Dunbar?
A. Yes sir.

Q. Were you familiar with Scott, Bennett and

Dunbar's business at that time?

A. At what time?

Q. In January?

Q. Or at the time of this agreement or shortly

afterwards?

A. I knew Scott, Bennett and Dunbar were

partners in mining and freighting and Bennett rep-

resented them here and they were bringing over

and coming in with stock to enter into business in

this country.

The witness continuing: That was the statement

of John Bennett.
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Q. Any other means of knowing about this

partnership?

A. Well I read a letter to Bennett from Scott

that arrived here in November, 1902.

Q. On what date did you read it?

A. In November, late in November.

Q. From where and under what date did it pur-

port to be written?

A. I don't recall; well, it was in November I

think.

Q. Do you remember the place it was dated?

A. No sir, I don't remember where it was dated

but it was in the fall of 1902.

Q. What is your impression as to where the let-

ter was dated?

Q. This letter you read prior to the staking of

A. In Circle,

this ground in dispute?

A. Yes sir.

Q. State the contents of that letter

Q. What did you do with this letter after you

had read it?

A. I handed it to Bennett.

Q. Handed it back to Bennett?

A. Yes sir.

Q. Have you seen it since?

A. No sir.

Q. State the contents of that letter?

A. The letter was in answer to a letter I wrote

for John Bennett and the contents was in answer

to the letter I wrote for him. It stated that they

would not accept me as a partner in their business
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name of Fred Dunbar and they were coming in

together with grain and feed and would be here

as soon as possible and something in regard to hay

and business of their own that I don't recall. It

was a short letter.

Q. Who else read the letter at that time if you

remember?

A. There was no one else to read it I don't

think.

Q. How did you happen to read it?

A. Bennett asked me to read it to him."

(Pages 48, 49; 50-1, 2. Record).

And again on cross examination:

"Q. Were Dunbar, Bennett and Scott doing

business at that time in November or December of

1902. at Fairbanks or any other place to your

knowledge?

A. Xot until after that arrived here, I don't be-

lieve Scott and Bennett were partners.

Q. What was the business of that partnership?

A. Mining and freighting.

Q. Do you know upon what terms it was or-

ganized and what the stock of the copartnership

business was?

A. Bennett told me that he and Scott had staked

claims together and they had taken a contract to

work claims together, the Jourack ground.

Q. That was Scott and Bennett?

A. Yes sir.

Q. Now I am talking about the copartnership

of Scott, Bennett and Dunbar?
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A. We will have to go back then to a later per-

iod.

Q. How much later?

A. About the first of December.

A. Then what do you know about the partner-

ship?

A. That it was in the name of the three instead

of two is the only difference.

Q. How do you know that it was in the name
of three instead of two?

A. From general conversation.

Q. With whom?
A. With Bennett and from the letter. (Rec.

Pages 90, I )

.

And again:

"Q. You stated this morning that the only

knowledge you had of the copartnership existing

between these gentlemen on the 2nd day of Decem-

ber, 1902, was what you have seen this letter writ-

ten by Scott and what Bennett had told you?

A. No sir.

Q. What else?

A. I heard Dunbar say on or about the 2nd day

of December we discussed their partnership—he

told me he had come over with the intention of go-

ing into partnership and they had entered into part-

nership.

Q. What year was that?

A. 1903?

Q. I asked you this question : All the knowledge

that you had as to the existence of this copartnership
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prior to the time mat you located these claims was

what Bennett had told you and what you learned

from this letter written by Scott?

A. Yes, I think so. {Rec. 169.)"

It is very clear that before one partner can be

charged with the admission of another, the partnership

relation must be shown and that by other evidence

than the admission itself. In such a case the admission

can be received only to affect the persons making it.

Jones on Evidence, Vol. I, Sec. 252.

But while the admissions of a partner made during

the continuance of the partnership and within the scope

of the partnership business are in general admissible

in an action against all the partners they are not evi-

dence to prove the partnership itself.

/ Am. & Eng. Ency. Law, 710.

Greenlaf on Evidence, Vol. 2, Sec. 484.

"On an issue of partnership as here, the prin-

ciple is elementary that the declarations of one

partner are admissible only to charge himself and

are incompetent to prove that any other person

is a member of the firm. 'In such cases,' said Gil-

christ, J., 'the question is whether the defendants
' be jointly liable. Each one may admit his own
' liability as far as he may choose; but when the at-

' tempt is made to charge third persons with a debt,

* upon his mere declarations the evidence is merely
' hearsay and does not come within any of the ex-
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* ceptions which permit the introduction of such

'proof.' Bank vs. Moore, 13 N. H., loi. So that

it may be said upon the question whether a partner-

ship exists the rule of evidence is well established,

that the declarations of one of the alleged partners

made in the absence of the other, cannot as against

him, be used to establish the controverted fact of

partnership. McPherson vs. Rathbone, 7 Wend.

216; Coiva?i vs. Kinney, 33 Oh. St., 426."

Daivson vs. 'Pogue, 18 Or., 107; 22 Pac,

637-

The only evidence in the case as to the partnership

as before suggested, were the declarations of Bennett

and the alleged admissions in the letter from Scott.

But there was nothing to show that these admissions

were made within the scope of the partnership busi-

ness, nor anything to show the character of the jpart-

nership business. The partnership is absolutely de-

nied by Scott, Bennett and Dunbar. It is admitted that

on December 2, 1902, neither Scott nor Dunbar was

in Fairbanks. It is not claimed that at that time the

defendants were carrying on any partnership business

or using a firm name. In fact there is nothing upon

which to base the finding of the Court that the said

defendants were general partners, the most that could

be claimed by Cascaden being that in December, 1902,

the defendants were copartners carrying on the busi-

ness of packers and miners as alleged in the complaint,
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and all the testimony of the plaintiff upon the subject

as hereinbefore shown is that "they were partners in

" mining and freighting" at that time.

It may be contended by appellees that there was an

express statement on the nart of defendant Dunbar that

he was a partner with Bennett and Scott, made in a

conversation with Cascaden in February, 1903; the

testimony upon this point is as follows

:

"Q. Don't you know as a matter of fact that

Dunbar didn't become a member of that copartner-

ship until June, 1903?

A. I know diflferent.

Q. How do you know?
A. Well, Dunbar and I went out to the creeks

together to let contracts to work on this Jourack

ground and he said he was interested in it.

Q. How interested?

A. He was interested as a general partner.

(Rec. 93).

Admitting that this testimony is true, yet it does not

show any partnership relation existing in December,

1902.

Proof of facts tending to show partnership at a cer-

tain date is admissible to show a partnership at a later

date as a partnership once shown to exist will be pre-

sumed to have continued until something contrary ap-

pears. But such presumption is not retrospective. The
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existence of a partnership at a certain date being no

evidence that it existed at a time prior thereto.

I J Am. & Eng. Ency. L., 1324. (ist Ed.)

Donohoe vs. Bruce, 92 Fed., 858.

III. The Court, however, found and the facts shov/

that Scott and Dunbar did not .enter into an contract

with Cascaden as alleged in the bill or any other con-

tract, and the Court further found and the facts show

that Bennett had no power of authority to make such a

tract for either of them as their partner or otherwise,

contract for either of them as their partner or other-

wise.

Finding IV, Rec. p. 36.

The contract, if any existed at all, then resolves itself

into a personal one between Bennett and Cascaden and

bound the former only so far as the properties located

in his name were concerned. He had no power to

agree to convey a half interest in any of the claims lo-

cated for either Scott or Dunbar.
Viewing the contract in the light of the Court's find-

ing in this respect, what have we?

An agreement on the part of Cascaden to locate cer-

tain placer mining claims for Bennett, Scott and Dun-

bar, or either of them, and a voluntary agree-

ment on the part of Bennett to convey to Cas-

caden for his services therefor a one-half in-

terest in those claims. An entirely different con-
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tract from that set up in the bill and for which Casca-

den asks specific performance. No other conclusion

can be arrived at. If Scott and Dunbar did not author-

ize Cascaden to locate for them, and did not empower

Bennett to authorize Cascaden to do so for the partner-

ship in the names of the different partners

(admitting only for the sake of the argument

under this point that a partnership existed at

that time) or to agree to convey a half interest in

such claims, then the agreement so far as the partner-

ship is concerned falls to the ground and Cascaden

must look, if at all, to Bennett for performance of the

contract in so far as he can perform the same.

It must be admitted that whatever title existed with

reference to the claims located for Dunbar and Scott

by Cascaden, such title was vested in them individ-

ually by the action of Cascaden, and the same result

was had with reference to the claims located for Ben-

nett. Gore vs. McBrayer, i8 Cal., 583; Moore vs.

Hamerstag, 109 Cal., 122. It therefore follows

that, in the absence of any showing that so

far as these claims were concerned Bennett

had power to contract with reference to trans-

ferring any interest therein, the only performance

under the alleged contract of which he was legally

capable, was a transfer of a one-half interest in the

claims located in his name and for his benefit.

And after the alleged staking by Cascaden (to-wit,

on December 20th, 1902 (Rec, p. 66), Bennett did
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make an attempt to transfer a half interest in the claim

located in his name by making, executing and deliver-

ing to Cascaden a quit claim deed to a one-half interest

therein (Rec, p. 66).

Viewed in the light of the circumstances surround-

ing the making of the deed which we contend must be

construed, if at all, in relation to the prior contract to

convey, if we are to reconcile the Court's findings that

there was a contract between Cascaden and Bennett,

and that there was a good consideration passing from

Cascaden therefor (Rec, Finding III; Con. of Law
II), such consideration must have been the staking of

the locations by Cascaden for Bennett, and the one-half

interest attempted to be conveyed was but a carrying

out of the terms of that contract on Bennett's part.

That deed was the only conveyance passing between

the parties, Cascaden and Bennett, and was not ac-

knowledged until July i, 1903, and was the conveyance

upon which the Court based its decree that Cascaden

was entitled to receive a one-third interest in the

claims.

By what process of reasoning the Court arrived at

this conclusion of law we are at a loss to understand,

unless it was based upon either one of three states of

facts.

First. That the Court considered the quit claim

deed so executed and delivered on December 20th,

1902, was not intended to convey, as we have hereto-

fore stated, Bennett's one-half interest in the claims lo-
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cated, he owning the same individually, but that he in-

tended to convey the half interest of the partnership

therein under the alleged agreement set up in

the bill. Or second, that the said deed conveyed

only what partnership interest Bennett had at the

time (assuming for this purpose only that a part-

nership existed between Scott, Dunbar and Bennett

when the said deed was made and delivered and cov-

ered these properties), and further that the same car-

ried an after acquired title, and so transferred the title

that Bennett acquired under the relocations of these

claims by Dunbar; or third, that the said deed never

took effect until acknowledged, and then transferred

only what interest he had in the partnership in these

claims then existing, namely, a one-third.

We think the first supposition is effectually disposed

of by the finding of the Court:

"That neither Scott nor Dunbar made any agree-

ment with Cascaden nor gave him any power or

authority to locate mines for them, and the evidence

does not show that Bennett had any power as part-

ner or otherwise to employ him for that purpose."

Finding IV, p. 36.

Second. Assuming that at the timeof the makingof the

deed Bennett and Scott and Dunbar were partners, yet

the record shows, and the Court found, that Scott and

Dunbar had nothing to do with the making of the
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agreement (admitting such agreement was made) rel-

ative to the locations of these claims, and therefore the

partnership did not cover these locations. That being

so, the agreement being a purely personal one between

Cascaden and Bennett (Finding III, p. 35), whatever

partnership interest Scott and Dunbar would have in

the claims located by Cascaden for Bennett would be

an interest in their respective proportions to what re-

mained after Bennett had carried out his contract with

Cascaden. In other words, the partnership, if it ex-

isted, could only take subject to the payment by Ben-

nett for the property which was to be staked for him

personally, namely, a one-half interest.

The deed as made by Bennett to Cascaden, and

found by the Court to be a quit claim deed (Rec. 36,

Finding VI), recites that the party of the first part

does "hereby sell, transfer and forever quit claim unto

"the party of the second part the following claims:

" One-half interest in claim known as No. 12a below

" Discovery on Cleary Creek; one-half interest in claim

" known as No. 3 from the mouth on Lulu Creek; one-

" half interest in claim known as No. 5 above Discov-

" ery on Solo Creek, and one-half interest in claim

" known as fraction of No. 2 above Discovery on Burns

" Creek, all of said creek being in the Fairbanks Min-
" ing District, Alaska."

Rec, p. 66).
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In other words, Bennett retains for himself the other

half interest. No other construction could be placed

on the deed.

And especially is this so in the light of the alleged

contract which the Court found Bennett had entered

into w^ith Cascaden. No other construction could be

deemed reasonable upon a consideration of its finding.

(See Finding III, Rec, p. 35.)

But if this be so, how are we to reconcile the conclu-

sion of law arrived at by the Court and carried out in

its decree that the said deed conveyed a one-third inter-

est in the location described?

(See Conclusion of La-di: II, Rec, p. 40.)

It would seem that the Court could not have based

its conclusion upon the second supposition unless upon

the theors^ that the said deed conveyed an after ac-

quired title, and although nothing passed originally be-

cause of the .fact that Bennett had no title to convey,

that when he did acquire a one-third interest it went

to Cascaden, losing sight of the fact that this one-third

interest was in subsequent and independent locations,

and that those subsequent locations did not cover all of

the claims mentioned in the deed.

Adopting this view^, what was Bennett's title when

he made the deed originally and what was conveyed by

the quit claim deed?

It will be necessary in this respect to go back and in-
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vestigate the facts as to the condition of these locations

when the deed was made and delivered.

The Court found as follows:

"That in compliance with his agreerhent with

Bennett, the plaintiff Cascaden did, on or about the

2nd day of December, 1902, stake and locate the

following claims" (describing the claims mentioned

in the Bennett deed and others);

Finding V, Rec, p. 37.

And further found that the notices of said locations

were not recorded in the office of the mining recorder

within ninety days or at all.

Finding VII, Rec, p. 37.

if one thing is admitted in this case it is that the

notices of location of the claims staked by Cascaden

were never recorded.

Congress has supplemented the general mining laws

of the United States in Alaska, by requiring that no-

tices of location of mining claims within the district

shall be filed for record within ninety days from the

date of the discovery of the claim.

Sec. 15, Part III, Ch. I, Carter's Ann. Codes of

Alaska, 31 U. S. Stats., p. 321.

Our contention is that the locations so made by Cas-

caden were never completed, in that there was an abso-^
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iute failure to comply with the statute in this respect,

Such seems to be the well settled law.

In the case of Belk vs. Meagher, 104 U. S., p. 279,

284, it was declared that:

''A location is not made by taking possession

alone, but by working on the ground, recording

and doing whatever else is required for that pur-

pose by the Acts of Congress and the local laws and

regulations."

The case of Kendall vs. San Juan Mining Co., re-

ported in 144 U. S., 658, turned upon the compliance

with a Colorado statute requiring the recordation of a

certificate of location, and the decision was there made

that a failure to comply therewith rendered the loca-

tion invalid,

So, too, in the case of Butte City Water Co. vs.

Baker, 196 U. S., 119, the Supreme Court not alone

upheld the validity of the requirement of recordation

of the location notice, but where a regulation of the

Montana statute provided that the declaratory state-

ment so to be recorded in the office of the clerk of the

county in which the lode or claim was situated must

contain among other things, the location and descrip-

tion of each corner with the markings thereon, sus-

tained the decision of the Supreme Court of Montana,

holding that where such location certificate did not

contain these requirements the location was invalid,

saving:
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"It is contended that these provisions are too

stringent, and conflict with the liberal purpose

manifested by Congress in the legislation respect-

ing mining claims. We do not think they are open

to this objection. They clearly do not conflict with

the letter of any congressional statute. On the con-

trary are rather suggested by Section 2324. It may
be that the State legislature, in its desire to guard

against false testimony in respect to a location,

deemed it important that full particulars in respect

to the discovery shaft and the corner posts should

be at the very beginning placed of record. Even

if there were no danger of false testimony it was

not unreasonable to guard against the resurrection

of incomplete locations when by subsequent ex-

plorations mining claims of great value have been

uncovered."

"Failure to comply with such laws and rules

works a forfeiture whether the laws and rules pro-

vide for forfeiture or not, and the mining claim

becomes subject to location by any qualified loca-

tor."

Sisson vs. SommerSj 24 Nev., 388.

Northmore vs. Simmons, 97 Fed., 386.

It is plain compliance with a state statute is deemed

essential to the validity of a location. How much

more imperative is the Act of Congress passed for the

guidance of Alaskan miners and supplementing min-

ing laws, so far as the district is concerned, by requir-
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ing -vvithin a specified period the recordation of the

location notice in order to complete the location?

As was said by the Supreme Court of the United

States in Butte City Water Co. vs. Baker, supra:

"Congress is the body to which is given the

power to determine the conditions upon which the

public lands shall be disposed of."

Upon the failure to record the notices of the orig-

inal locations, the claims so alleged to have been lo-

cated for the defendants Bennett, Scott and Dunbar

were forfeited and became and were open public lands

and subject to relocation after the ninets' davs had ex-

pired.

These claims were originally located as claimed by

Cascaden on December 2, 1902—the deed from Ben-

nett to Cascaden v/as made and executed on Decem-

ber 20th, 1902, and delivered on that day to Cascaden

unacknowledged (Rec. p. 66).

At that time Bennett had no title to the location other

than an inchoate one to be perfected by the recording

of the location notices. Neither he nor Cascaden saw

fit to record the notice. Cascaden could have preser\^ed

his rights if any existed under the agrement, if he had

recorded, but failing to do so the claim was thereupon

open to relocation on or about the 2nd day of March.

1902.

And between May 21st and May 24th, 1903, Dun-

bar re-located No. 12a below Discovery on Cleary
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Creek as well as No. 8 above on Solo Creek for him-

self, No. 5 above Discovery on Solo for Scott and Frac-

tional No, I above on Solo for Bennett, (Rec. 228, 252,

253, 254, 302) but did not re-locate No. 3 above the

mouth from Lulu Creek, or Fractional No. 2 above

Discovery on Burns' Creek. We therefore contend

that on December 20th, 1902, when it is admitted the

deed was delivered to Cascaden nothing passed to him

but a half interest in and to whatever title Bennett then

had in an incomplete location of mining claims which

was never thereafter completed before the intervention

of adverse rights.

Plaintiff testified that he was to stake for the defend-

ants and was to receive a half interest in whatever he

staked. (Rec. 47, 53, 4.)

It is evident from this testimony and from the deed

itself that it was the intention of the parties that Ben-

nett shoul-d convey to Cascaden a one-half interest in

the mining locations that had been staked for him and

brought into existence in favor of Bennett by the action

of Cascaden. It evidently was the intention of both

parties to the deed that Cascaden was to be paid for his

work and labor in bringing into existence whatever

title then existed in these minig claims in Bennett by

a conveyance of one-half of the title so created by Cas-

caden. He could receive no other or greater title than

he had himself created, and the title which Bennett
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fconveyed could be no greater than that which he had

derived from the action of Cascaden.

Emeric vs. Alvadaro, 90 Cal., 476;

The parties to this deed gave expression to their in-

tention therein by a conveyance which was prepared

by the plaintiff himself, and in which he uses the words

"sell, convey and forever quit-claim". (Rec. p. 393.)

There can, therefore, be no doubt but that it was the

intention of the parties to create and that said words

did in reality create a quit claim deed.

The following words have been held to create a quit

claim deed:

"Bargain, sell and quit claim."

Touchard vs. Crowe, 20 Cal., 150.

"Grant, release, convey and quit claim."

Veit vs. Dill, 78 Hun. N. Y., 181.

If the deed were a deed of grant, bargain and salcj

it would doubtless have carried any after acquired

title, but the Court found and we hold that it was a

quit claim deed and while by its terms it transferred

whatever interest Bennett had at that time under the

rule governing such conveyances, it could not carry the

after acquired title of grantor and he is not estopped

to assert adversely a subsequently acquired title. We
take it this is settled law.
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"A quit claim deed purports to release and quit

claim only whatever interest the grantor possesses

at the time. By the use of this form of conveyance

he does not thereby affirm the possession of any title,

and is not precluded from subsequently acquiring

a valid title and from attempting to enforce it."

Devlin on Deeds, Sec. 27.

Washburn on Real Property, Section 332.

g Am. & Eng. Ency. L., 106.
'

Cadiz vs. Majors. 33 Cal., 288.

Morison vs. TJrlson, 30 Cal., 344.

From a consideration of the foregoing if we are right

in our interpretation of the law as applied to the facts

here,the Court below could not legally have based its

decree upon the theory that any title to the mining loca-

tions subsequently acquired through the locations made

by Dunbar, and Bennett's supposed partnership rela-

tions with him and Scott, inured to Cascaden under this

deed.

There would seem to be but one suppositiv^n left upon

which the Court could base his conclusions of law and

decree that Cascaden was entitled to a transfer of a

third interest in these claims and that is,

Third. That the Court treated the deed from Bennett

to Cascaden as having no eflfect until its acknowledg-

ment on July I, 1903, and upon the principle that a

man can convey no more interest than he has that it
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transferred his one-third interest in the locations ex-

isting at that time.

This we take it must be the real basis of the Court's

conclusion and decree, and we submit that in so finding

and decreeing the Court erred.

Let us consider the findings of the Court in this re-

spect.

After finding that Cascaden and Bennett entered into

an agreement by which Cascaden was to search for,

prospect and stake placer mining claims for Bennett,

Scott and Dunbar, and in consideration of his services

that Bennett agreed to give him a half interest in the

same, (Finding III, Rec, p 35), the Court further

found that Cascaden did stake the claims described

in the deed from Bennett to Cascaden and also staked

for Scott and for Dunbar certain other claims. (Find-

ing V, Rec, p 36.)

The Court then goes on to find that:

"That on his (Cascaden's) return to Fairbanks,

and on December 20th, 1902, in Bennett's cabin,

and in his presence, Cascaden prepared the respec-

tive notices of location for said claims and also at

the sam_e time and place prepared a quit claim

deed conveying a half interest in the claims so

staked by him for Bennett as set out in the foregoing

finding which said quit claim deed is a part of

the evidence in the case . . . and in said deed

the defendant Bennett conveyed to the plaintiff

Cascaden a full undivided one-half interest in and
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to the following described mining claims to-wit:

describing claims mentioned in deed that in accord-

ance with his prior agreement to do so, Bennett

signed and delivered the said deed to Cascaden on

said December 20th, 1902, and that said deed was

not then acknowledged or recorded."

(Finding VI, Rec, p. 37.)

In other words, the Court found that Bennett at that

time, carried out his part of the agreement to convey

a half interest to Cascaden in the claim staked for him,

and delivered the deed conveying such interest as it then

was.

Again the Court finds:

"On July I, 1903, Scott, Bennett and Dunbar were

general partners and held and owned each and all

of the claims mentioned in paragraphs 5 and 9 here-

in, as equal partners and that on that day Bennett

was the owner as such partner and in possession of

of an undivided one-third interest in and to those

placer mining locations mentioned in paragraph

5 and 9 in these findings and in those certain placer

mining claims described in his deed to Cascaden

so made and delivered on December 20th, 1902;

that on July i, 1903, Cascaden presented the deed

so made and delivered to him by Bennett on Decem-
ber 20th, 1902, to the said Bennett and requested

him to formally acknowledge the same and the said

Bennett did on said July i, 1903, acknowledge the

same to be his deed before J. Todd Cowles , a
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wrote his certificate of ackngwledgment thereon;

and the said Bennett again delivered the same to

Cascaden who thereupon filed the same for record

and the said deed and certificate of its acknowledge-

ment was on that day recorded in the office of the

recorder in the Fairbanks Precinct, Alaska. (Find-

ing IX, Rec, p. 38.)

And as a conclusion of law the Court found:

"That the deed so made by Bennett on December
20th, and so formally acknowledged by him on July

I , IQ03 and which was recorded on that day was

given for a good consideration and was sufficient

to and did conve)^ to Cascaden the full undivided

one-third of the title to the placer mines described

therein and that Cascaden thereupon became and

now is the owner of a full undivided one-third in-

terest in the mines described therein."

(Conclusion of Law II, Rec, p. 40-41.)

A consideration of these findings of the Court make

absolutely clear the fact that the Court considered the

the date of the acknowledgement of the deed the date

of its delivery and transfer of the title to a one-third

interest to Cascaden. Such conclusion of law cannot

be interpreted otherwise, to make it consistent with

its finding that the deed was a quit claim deed, and

under well settled principles of law could not convey

an after acquired title.
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It is further apparent therefrom that the Court con-

sidered that Cascaden took under the Dunbar locations,

and not under the Cascaden locations, for he finds:

"That on July i, 1903, (the date of the acknowl-

edgement) Scott, Bennett and Dunbar were general

partners . . , and that on that day Bennett was

the owner as such partner and in possession of an

undivided one-third interest in and to those certain

placer mining claims mentioned in paragraphs 5

and 9 in these findings."

If Bennet held a third interest in these claims on July

I, 1903, it is apparent that in the judgment of the Court

nothing could have passed from him to Cascaden on

December 20, 1902, when the deed was admittedly de-

livered but that the deed took effect from the acknowl-

edgement thereof, or was a bargain and sale deed,

contrary to its Finding VI (Rec, p. 36.)

It will be noted that the Court found a delivery of

the deed originally on December 20th, 1902, a pre-

sentation for acknowledgement on July i, 1903, and

that the said Bennett after acknowledging again de-

livered the same to Cascaden , . . (Finding IX,

Rec, p. 38.)

It is elementary that delivery is the final act necessary

in the execution of a deed and it follows that the deed

takes effect at the time of delivery. There is no dis-

pute in this record as to the execution of this deed by

Bennett on the date given therein, December 20th, 1902,
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(Rec, 66) or that it was actually delivered on that day.

The Court so found and Cascaden so testified:

"I believe he gave me a bill of sale of the property

at that time. Q. Upon the 20th? A. Yes sir,

Q. That is the bill of sale that has been introduced

in evidence here? A. That is the same bill of sale.

Q. That was for an undivided one-half interest in

No. 12a that you had located in the name of Bennett

and other property enumerated there? A. Yes sir.

(Rec, 150.)

There is absolutely nothing further in the record

relative to any other delivery than that of December

20th, 1902, excepting the foregoing finding of the Court

which is based alone on the fact that after the delivery

of the deed to Cascaden, he went to Bennett and asked

him to acknowledge it. As to this acknowledgement

there is but little in the record. Bennett testifying:

"On July 20th you acknowledged that deed to

Mr. Cascaden? A. Yes sir, I did, he asked me
to go over and acknowledge that deed and I said

4 will' and never thought anything more about it.

(Rec, p. 428.)

The circumstance that after the delivery of the deed

to Cascaden he presented it to Bennett for acknowledge-

ment and that thereafter Bennett technically delivered

or handed it back to him does not negative the original
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delivery or operate as a surrender of the title that passed

at the date thereof and the giving of a new title.

Towery vs. Henderson, 60 Tex. 291.

Roots vs. Halliday, 6 Munf. (Va. 251.)

It is elementary that a deed takes effect at the time

of its delivery and acknowledgement of its execution

is simply for the purpose of entitling the same to be

proven as evidence in a Court of record or to entitle

it to be recorded.

Says Mr. Chief Justice Marshall in the case of Lessee

of Sicard et el vs. Davis, 6 Peters, 124, 185,

"The acknowledgement or the proof which may
authorize the admission of a deed to record and the

recording thereof are provisions which the law

makes for the security of creditors and purchasers.

They are essential to the validity of the deed, as to

persons of that description not as to the grantor.

His estate passes out of him and vests in the grantee

so far as respects himself as entirely if the deed be

in writing, sealed and delivered as if it be also

acknowledged or attested and proved by three sub-

scribing witnesses and recorded in the proper

Court."

The Alaskan statute which requires acknowledge-

ment is in the affirmative and is without any negative

implication to exclude the common law rule of convey-

ances, as being valid between the parties thereto and
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those having notice thereof even though not acknowl-

edged.

Section 73, Part V, Carters Am. Codes of

Alaska.

And in this is borne out by the decisions of the Su-

preme Court of Oregon in which state an exactly identi-

cal statute exists, (see Sec. 5333 Ballinger's Codes of

Oregon, Vol. 2.) In fact it is well known that from

that statute, the Alaskan statute was taken. Such de-

cisions in the absence of any express interpretation or

construction of the Alaskan statute should have weight,

for it has been held that where a statute is taken bodily

from that of another state, the construction given such

statute by the highest Court of the former is also

adopted.

In the case of Manaudas vs. Mann, (14 Or.) 13 Pac.

Rep. 449, the Supreme Court of Oregon say:

"The deed appears to have been regularly exe-

cuted aside from the defectiveness of the acknowl-

edgement. . . A deed in this State duly signed

and witnessed conveys the title of the grantor

as between the parties and as to everyone else by

title subsequent except a bona fide purchaser for a

valuable consideration. . . . Our statute of con-

veyances of real property was taken from the Iowa

statute and the construction which the Courts of

that state have invariably given it has been that the

want of the acknowledgement or the proof which

may authorize the admission of the deed to record
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does not invalidate the deed as between the grantor

and grantee and that it is good as to all persons who
are chargeable with notice. (Blain vs. Stewart, 2

Iowa, 398.) The Courts in this state have given

it the same construction."

Musgrove vs. Bonser, 5 Or., 313.

Moore vs. Thomas, i Or., 201, 202.

See further the case of Goodenough vs. Warren, 5

Sawy. 449, where Deady J. in constructing this Oregon

statute, said:

"Excepting in the case of a married woman, a

deed at common law is valid as between the parties

thereto and their privies although not witnessed,

acknowledged or recorded. It is only necessary

that the waiting should be signed, sealed and de-

livered to make it the deed of the party. . . .

Does the Oregon statute change the rule? Section

I of the act relating to conveyances declares that

'conveyances of lands or of any estate or interest

therein may be made by deed signed and sealed;

and although in the same section and sentence it is

further provided that such deeds may be acknowl-

edged or proved and recorded as therein directed,

yet it is not declared and evidently was not intended

to make either such acknowledgement, proof or

record any part of an execution of such instrument.

These acts are all subsequent to the execution of

the deed and are the appointed means by which

constructive notice of its execution and contracts

may be given to all the world."
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Applying the principles laid down in these cases, the

deed therefore made by Bennett to Cascaden was valid,

as between them when made and conveyed an undi-

vided one-half interest in uhatever title Bennett pos-

sessed at that time. The acknowledgement being simply

a means of proving the execution of the deed at the time

indicated, by the doctrine of relation reverted back to,

and as of the date of the said execution. Being in the

nature of a quit claim deed, it conveyed no after ac-

quired title, and the Court therefore erred in decreeing

that it conveyed to Cascaden a one-third interest. As

it carried nothing it could not be prior to the deed

of Bennet to Scott and Dunbar which conveyed a one-

third of the title to the Dunbar locations, or from Dun-

bar and Scott to Manley and Rice which did likewise.

And in this respect, we hold further that the Court

erred in making its finding No. IX, (Rec, 38.)

'That on July ist, 1903, Scott, Bennett and Dun-
bar were general partners and held and owned each

and all the claims mentioned in paragraphs 5 and 9
of these findings, and that on that day Bennett was

the owner as such partner and in possession of an

undivided interest in and to those placer mining

claims mentioned and described in paragraphs 5

and 9 in these findings'' as there is nothing in the

record to show that either Scott, Bennett or Dunbar,

as partners or other^vise were the owners of Claim
No. 3 from the mouth of Lulu Creek or of Frac-

tional No. 2 abo I' Discovery on Burns Creek.
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It will be noted that these two claims had been orig-

injll}^ claimed as located by Cascaden for Bennett, the

notices of which were never recorded, and the said

claims therefore lapsed and were forfeited.

Northmore vs. Simmons, supra.

The record fails to disclose that they were ever re-

located for the benefit of any of the persons named in

this litigation. Dunbar testified only to re-locating No.

12a above Discovery on Cleary Creek, and No. 5 and

8 above on Solo Creek, and Fractional No. i above on

Solo Creek. (Rec. 228, 252, 3 and 4; 302) Only 12 A
above on Cleary and No. 5 above on Solo Creek being

the claims described in the deed from Bennett to Casca-

den which the Court is practically decreeing enforced.

Again: There is no evidence in the record to justify

finding No. 10, (Rec, 3) that,

"On July I, 1903, and for a long time prior there-

to the placer mining claims so described in Ben-

nett's said deed to Cascaden had been duly located

by the defendants Bennett, Scott and Dunbar. . .

And this for the reasons hereinabove stated in refer-

ence to finding No. 9,"

Further: There is no evidence in the record to

justify the finding that,

"On May 17th, 1904, the defendant Bennett made
and signed and delivered a deed in writing whereby

he attempted to convey to the defendants Scott and
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Dunbar, a full undivided one-third of the title to

the placer mining claims formerly by him sold and

conveyed to plaintiff Cascaden . . . that on the

17th day of May, 1904, and subsequent to Bennett's

deed to them Scott and Dunbar made and signed

and delivered the deed in writing whereby they at-

tempted to convey to defendants Manley and Rice

a full undivided one-third of the title to the placer

mining claims so formerly sold by Bennett to Cas-

caden and that said Manley and Rice took and ac-

cepted said deed with full notice and knowledge

of the prior deed from Bennett to Cascaden of

December 20th, 1902, and acknowledged and re-

corded on July I, 1903. (Finding XI, Rec, p.)

An examination of Bennett's deed of May 17th, (7?)

1904, Rec. p. 229) as well as that of Dunbar and Scott

to Manley and Rice (Rec. 234) of the same date will

disclose the fact that there was no attempt to convey

the placer claims described in the deed from Bennett

to Cascaden, but that the said latter deeds covered

only so far as the properties in issue in this case were

concerned, the claims re-located by Dunbar, and did

not cover the locations made by Cascaden, namely,

Fractional Creek Claim No. 2 above Discovery on

Burns' Creek and No. 3 from the mouth of Lulu Creek.

Again: The Court erred in decreeing that plaintiffs

have judgment against the defendants and each of them,

that he is the owner and entitled to the possession of

an undivided one-third interest in and to the placer

mining claims described as being Bench Claim No. 12a
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below on Cleary Creek on the right limit and first tier,

re-located by George F. Dunbar on the 21st day of

May, 1903, Creek placer mining Claim No. 3 from

the mouth of Lulu Creek; Creek Placer Mining Claim

No. 5 above Discovery on Solo Creek and Fractional

Creek Claim No. 2 above Discovery on Burns' Creek,

and that the claims of all persons to said one-third

thereof are invalid and groundless, and that said de-

fendants do convey said undivided one-third interest

in said placer mining claims to the plaintiff and do

make, sign and execute forthwith a good and sufficient

deed in and to said property, and that in default thereof

that the Clerk of the Court execute such conveyance.

(Rec, p. 43, 44.)

The properties described in said decree are the prop-

erties described in the deed from Bennett to Cascaden

with the exception that No. 12a is therein mentioned

as having been re-located by Dunbar. There is not

a scintilla of evidence showing as we have reiterated

before that Fractional Creek Claim No 2 on Burns'

Creek, or Claim No. 3 above the mouth of Lulu Creek

were ever re-located so far as any of the parties hereto

were concerned after the locations thereof had lapsed

by reason of the failure to record the notices of location,

or that Scott or Dunbar, Manley or Rice ever had any

interest therin. How therefore could they make a good

and sufficient deed to Cascaden of what they have no

interest in? If the judgment of the lower Court be

affirmed and the defendants should rightly refuse to
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execute such deed then the Clerk of the Court in obedi-

ence to the Courts's mandate would be empowered to

make a deed in defendants name conveying to Cascaden

property in which said defendants have no interest.

Can such a decree stand?

IV. The Court erred in rendering the decree

herein as it went outside the issues raised by the plead-

ings.

It is apparent that the bill is for specific performance

of a contract alleged to have been made by the defend-

ants Dunbar, Scott and Bennett with Cascaden, and

raises the issue of fraudulent behavior on the part of

the said defendants to the detriment of said Cascaden.

To these issues the Court says there was no such con-

tract so far as Dunbar and Scott were concerned, but

a personal contract on Bennett's part which Bennett has

performed and negatively holds there was no fraud by.

a failure to find the same affirmatively. There is no at-

tempt to decree a perfomance of the contract set up in

the bill, but rather an attempt to quiet the title of Casca-

den to certain mininglocations under his deed from Ben-

nett as against the claims of the defendants Manley and

Rice. The deed was introduced in evidence not as the

contract sought to be enforced but as corroborative

merely of the contract which is sought to be enforced,

and the Court in one sense decrees specific performance

of the latter, rather than of the former contract which

failed for lack of evidence to support it.
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"In order to entitle a plaintiff to a decree under

the general prayer different from that specifically

prayed for, the allegations relied upon must not

only be such as afford a ground for the relief

sought, but they must have been introduced into

the bill for the purpose of showing a claim for re-

lief and not for the mere purpose of corroborating

the plaintiff's right to the relief prayed; otherwise

the Court would take the defendant by surprise,

which is contrary to its principles."

I Daniel's Ch. Prac, 386.

Story's Eq. PL, Sec. 42.

Curry vs. Lloyd, 22 Fed., 258.

In his com_plaint the plaintiff alleges facts and pro-

ceeds upon the theory that there was a contract made

between him and Dunbar, Scott and Bennett as co-

partners. The whole theory of the bill is based upon

such contract and ab reach thereof by all of said de-

fendants accompanied with fraudulent conduct.

The Court finds and proceeds upon the theory that

these averments were not true, but further finds that

Bennett made a contract with Cascaden, and that he

also made a deed to Cascaden of an interest in the

property in controversy, which deed was prior in time

to the deed made by him to Dunbar and Scott, and to

that of the deed from Scott and Dunbar to Manley

and Rice, of the same interest, and that therefore Cas-

caden's title thereto is superior to that of Manley and
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Rice, practically quietins: the title of Cascaden as

against the defendants.

But the bill does not disclose any of the allegations of

an action to quiet title. It is as before suggested an ac-

tion for specific performance of an alleged

contract, and even if it be conceded, which it

is not, that the findings give evidence of a

meritorious cause of action against Bennett on the

contract which the Court found existed between him

and Cascaden, they do so, not as one who with Dunbar

and Scott entered into a contract with Cascaden, but

that he individually and separately failed to perform

his piirt of the personal contract found by the Court to

exist.

The question involved in this case as shown by the

pleadings v/as not whether the deed from Bennett to

Cascaden was superior and prior to the deed from him

to Dunbar and Scott and to that of the deed from Dun-

bar and Scott to Manley and Rice, but rather, did

Scott, Dunbar and Bennett make the contract with

Cascaden as set forth in the complaint and denied in

the answers, and should the Court decree specific per-

formance of the same?

It is well settled that where the case made out by the

findings is a different case from that presented by the

pleadings, the judgment will be reversed, for the relief

decreed must be the relief sought, and the variance,
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even if it be such as could be cured by amendment, is

fatal to the validity of the judgment.

Schirmer vs. Drexler, 134 Cal., 134, 139.

Mondrau vs. Goux, 51 Cal., 617.

Bryan vs. Tormey, 84 Cal., 126.

We submit, upon the errors here pointed out, that

the judgment of the lower Court should be set aside.
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